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Abstract 
The study is devoted to the application of nonlinear dynamic methods to explore and model chaotic processes. The criteria of 
deterministic chaos and the general stages of modeling time series are presented in the work. It is proposed to improve the 
forecast accuracy by the identification of the chaotic component of the time process using deterministic nonlinear dynamic 
systems with chaotic solutions in terms of small number of available observations and one process implementation. 
Decomposition in the system of chaotic processes described by the logistic map is used as a model of chaotic signal. Moreover 
the parameter of the logistic map and the state of the system of each previous step are known inaccurately and are estimated 
using the unscented Kalman filter (UKF). Divergence process due to rounding estimations of the parameters of the systems is 
analyzed in the research. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the Organizing Committee of ITQM 2014. 
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1. Introduction 
Time series forecasting founded on historical data is the basis for timely management decisions, the technical 
systems optimization and management. The recent global financial crisis sharply raised the question of the 
possibility of economic forecasting, the ability of science to describe complex social processes adequately and to 
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predict their development. Modern economic and technical management requires ever greater demands on the 
accuracy of forecasting. 
The idea of the universality of nonlinear patterns1 was first expressed by L.I. Mandelstam2 and then it was 
confirmed by R.V.Khohlov’s studies3 on nonlinear optics and nonlinear acoustic. Research carried out on the 
initiative of the Club of Rome D.Forreste4, D.Medouz showed that global process demographic, resource depletion, 
pollution are manifestations of universal nonlinear patterns.  
Fundamentals of nonlinear development of the theory of evolution and self-organization, and general economic 
synergetics were founded by G.Nicolis, I.Prigozhin5, I.Stengers, N.N.Moiseev, T.Poston, I.Stuart and developed in 
the works of V.V.Vasilkova, E.A.Erohina, V-B.Zang, V.Maievskij, G.G.Malinetskij, V.P.Milovanov, O.V.Inshakov, 
S.P.Kapitsa, E.N.Knjazeva, S.P.Kurdumov, G.U.Ruzavina, E.A.Sedov, S.F., V.S. Stepina etc.  
Exceptional feature of nonlinear systems is the ability to implement different developmental variations which are 
dependent on the initial state of the systems, system parameters and random disturbances. The interest in studying of 
the properties of nonlinear systems is mainly due to the fact that nature and society development are described by 
nonlinear laws. Appearance of random, unpredictable system behavior controlled by deterministic laws 
characterized by the term “deterministic chaos”. Examples of successful use of non-linear systems are known in 
radio engineering and cryptography6, medicine, economics1,7 and other fields of science and technology. 
Traditionally, the model includes all the most important factors influencing on the behavior of the system. In this 
case the model structure is determined by the cause-effect relationships of investigated factors. Sources of such 
information could be fundamental laws of nature, a priori knowledge about the simulation object8. 
Time series is usually considered as the sum of deterministic (trend), seasonal (periodic) and the random 
components9,10. In order to improve the forecast accuracy it is supposed to approximate residuals usually taken as 
the white Gaussian noise 
, 0,1,..., 1k k ke y y k N       (1) 
by a linear combination of logistic map11: 
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The difficulty is in estimation of the parameters of the logistic map   in terms of small number of available 
measurements and one process implementation. 
2. Data preprocessing 
A seasonal component is most often modeled using periodic functions. Accordingly the problem of separating the 
seasonal component consists of two stages: determination of the frequency and seasonal pattern (frequency analysis), 
estimation of the parameters of periodic functions describing the seasonal variations 
If the observations are multidimensional time series the problem of separating the seasonal component can be 
solved separately for each series of coordinates. 
2.1. Frequency analysis and selection of periodic components 
The main tool, which is used in the frequency analysis of time series is a discrete Fourier transform (DFT)12: 
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Using DFT series power frequencies are valued. The coefficients of the Fourier series can be obtained directly 
from the DFT time sequence: 
Ret t t ta Y Y Y   , Imt t t tb Y Y Y    , 0,1, , 2
Nt  .  (4) 
The terms with highest amplitude of periodic oscillation can be determined based on frequency analysis. Most 
likely it will be a series of terms with multiple periods of oscillations: , / 2 , / 3 ,..., /T T T T m . The sum of these 
terms will be called seasonal component of periodT . 
2.2. The model of deterministic component 
To form the coordinates of the state vector of a dynamic systems13 generating the analyzed time series generated 
by the dynamic system: 
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the method of successive differentiation is used. The law of development is described by the following model: 
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nRkx   – state vector of a dynamic systems, which law of development is described by ( ; )f , Rky   – 
measurement vector, nRk[   – noise vector of the system, RmkK   – interference vector of the measurements, 
R pD   – vector of parameters, N  – series length. 
Estimation of the model parameters can be found using the Kalman filter114. 
3. The reconstruction of the model of deterministic chaos 
The most obviously connection between chaos theory and the real world is shown in the analysis of time series 
based on nonlinear dynamics approaches15,16. The result of studies in recent years was the discovery of 
fundamentally new types of processes in dynamic systems. Such processes in phase space correspond to a complex 
manner arranged attracting sets submitted as an infinite not intersecting lines. Such attractors are called strange or 
irregular7,13. Implementation of irregular oscillation regime similar to a random process but strictly predictable in the 
sense of the law of evolution is called deterministic chaos11. 
3.1. Deterministic chaos criteria 
The main criterion for distinguishing a strange attractor from other types of limit sets is exponential instability of 
its oscillation regime. It means that a small perturbation   should increase exponentially in time: 
  0 td t d eO , 0O ! ,   (7) 
O  – Lyapunov characteristic exponent17: 
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The consequence the exponential instability of the strange attractor is the following features of deterministic 
chaos: nonperiodicity depending on time of any of the coordinates of the phase vector, continuous power spectrum, 
decreasing autocorrelation function. One of the methods of time series analysis which allows distinguishing strictly 
random process and deterministic chaos is the R/S-analysis7,18. 
The features of deterministic chaos listed above are not accurate because they suggest the calculation for long 
time series. But the paper considers the identification of short time series in terms of a single process 
implementation. So it is impossible to draw a conclusion about presence or absence of deterministic chaos in the 
system definitely.  
3.1.1. R/S-analysis. Herst Exponent. Fractal Dimension Index 
R/S-analysis is one of the methods of time series classification based on the calculation of the fractal statistics 
data called Hurst exponent: 
ln
ln
R
SH W ' .   (9) 
The measure of the correlation is closely related with the value of the Hurst exponent: 
2 12 1HC   .   (10) 
It reflects the impact of this situation for the future development of the process, the stability of the current trends 
of time series. 
The following types of time series based on the value of the Hurst exponent are: antipersistent ( 0 0.5Hd  , 
0
lim 0.5
H
Co   ), random ( 0.5H o , 0.5lim 0H Co  ), persistent ( 0.5 1H d , 1lim 1H Co  ).  
Another criterion of deterministic chaos along with the Hurst exponent is the fractal dimension index 0,5P ! 19. 
The index P  is determined by several times more accurate than Hurst exponent H  with the same amount of data. 
The minimum scale required to determine P  with reasonable accuracy is a few tens of points whereas it is necessary 
a few thousand data to define H . 
3.1.2. Chaotic component identification of short time series 
One of the methods to improve the forecast accuracy is more detailed analysis of the residues ke  from the 
approximation of the time series. If by certain criteria described above7,18 residues ke  are not random it is supposed 
to expand ke  (1) in the basis consisting of deterministic variables 1 ,...,k mkx x : 
1
m
k i ik k
i
e xD H
 
 ¦ , 1,2,...,k N .   (11) 
Number of terms m  in expression (11) will be determined when the construction of deterministic model of ke  is 
really impossible. If the variable modification ikx  is described by the equation: 
 1ik i ikx f x  , 0,1,..., 1,k N     (12) 
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the class of possible approximating functions significantly expands. These functions can be chaotic solutions of 
certain dynamical systems20. As a result there is the problem of constructing the basis functions the most suitable to 
describe the residues ke  (1). 
Actuality of the study is that solving problem of data processing that contain chaotic component21,22 there is 
complexity that the processed sample is short, the implementation process is unique and there is no information 
about the probability distribution of errors. Many works devoted to the chaotic processes reconstruction methods 
from experimental data based on the use of neural networks. But training of neural networks requires a large sample 
size that couldn’t always be obtained in the real technical and socio-economic processes18. Therefore the 
development of appropriate filtering algorithms for chaotic processes is actual. 
The logistic map is used to approximate experimental process. Due to the fact that the logistic map is a nonlinear 
function 
 1 1ik i ik ikx x xO   , 0,1,..., 1k N     (13) 
it is proposed to estimate parameters 0 ,x O  using the unscented Kalman filter (UKF)23,24. In this case the use of 
OLS leads to multiextremal optimization problem, but finding the global minimum of the required accuracy is 
problematic25,26. The example of the objective function for a model example - a noisy realization of logistic map 
( 03.8, 0.3x  O , 20SNR дБ , series length = 20), is shown in Fig. 1. 
 
 
Fig. 1. The objective function 
4. Practical results 
4.1. The Identification of noisy chaotic signal described by the logistic map 
Problem statement. To construct a model of chaotic process , 1,ky k N  is proposed to use the expansion 
( )
1
,? ,2,...,
n
i
k i k k
i
y a x k NK
 
   ¦    (14) 
in the system processes defined by non-linear maps: 
  ( )1 ,? ? ,1, , 1,? ,2, , ,iik i k ix f x k N i nO   }   }   (15) 
functions ,? ,2, ,if i n }  are defined on the unit interval: > @ > @: 0,1 0,1if o . As these processes are considered 
logistic maps27,28: 
    ( )1 1 ,⡻ 0,1, , ,⡻ 1,2, ,i iik i k kx x x k N i nO    }  }   (16) 
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with chaotic solutions      @0 0,1 ,⡻ ,4 ,⡻ 3.57i ix O O Of f |  . 
In order to check the UKF it is considered a model example when the number of basic processes   and the 
absence of noise in the system, 1a  : 
 1 1
,
1 ,? ,2,..., ,?
k k k
k k k
y ax
x x x k N
K
O  
 
      (17) 
kx R  – chaotic solution of the system, ky R  – measurement vector, O  – logistic map parameter, ~ (0, )k NK V  
– noise measurement. 
UKF is used to estimate kx  (17) at each step of the observed process , 1,ky k N  and the logistic map parameter 
O . The error of logistic map parameter values 0 0.3,? .69x O   is 10%. Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the process 
ky  is 10 dB (Fig.4). As a result the following estimates are obtained kx  (Fig.). 
 
 
Fig. 2. The investigated process kx  (–) and approximation (- -) 
This obtained estimates kx  and O are used to predict 9 steps forward (Fig.). Relative prediction error 4 steps 
forward does not exceed 2%, 8 steps forward – 10%. Relative prediction error 9 steps forward increased sharply to 
20% (Fig.). 
Parameter estimation error 3,65O   does not exceed 0,04 (the number of measurements N = 60) (Fig.). 
 
 
Fig. 3. The estimation (- -), true value (–) of the parameter O  
 
Fig. 4. The investigated process and noise measurement 
The reason of the divergence of the forecast and the original series is in nature of logistic map with chaotic 
solutions when small deviations of the parameters O , 0x  lead to the divergence of the processes. 
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Fig. 5. (а) The forecast of the initial process, (b) Relative prediction error 
Particular attention should be paid to the estimation accuracy, namely, the number of decimal places. As a result 
of analysis it was found that 2 decimal places are sufficient to construct the forecast for 9 steps forward with given 
accuracy. 
4.2. The communication traffic prediction 
The volume of traffic determines the profit of the company from providing services in the telecommunications 
market, so it is important for management decisions to have an assessment of the future development of the market 
situation. The feature of the initial data (Hurst exponent H 0,7393 ) is the presence of weekly fluctuations with 
sufficiently large amplitude (Fig. 6)28. 
 
 
Fig. 6. The communication traffic 
The result of weekly component selection (Fig. 4.6, 1 7T  , 2 7 / 2T  , 3 7 / 3T  ) is shown in Fig. . Frequency 
power spectrum of the time series after the weekly component release is shown in Fig. . There is no distinct peaks 
in comparison with Fir. . The trend component keeps a steady trend in the behavior at a sufficiently large time 
intervals ( 1, 0336H  ). This time series (Fig. ) is used for further processing. 
 
 
Fig. 7. Frequency power spectrum of the initial time series 
 
Fig. 8. Time series without weekly fluctuations 
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Fig. 9. Frequency power spectrum of the time series after selecting weekly component 
Trend forecast 
The system (6) in this case is the following16: 
1 1 1 2 1
2 1 2 3 2
3 1 3 4 1 5 2 6 3
7 1 2 8 1 3 9 2 3 3
1 1 1 3 3 3
0 1 1
1 2
k k k k
k k k k
k k k k k k k k
k k k k k k k k k k
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x x x
x x x
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x x x x x x x x x
k N
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Calculate iP  and standard deviation is  for each coordinate of the vector measurement to set the covariance 
matrices Q , R : 
1
1 N
i ik
k
y
N
P
 
 ¦ ,   (19) 
 22
1
1 N
i ik i
k
s y
N
P
 
 ¦ .   (20) 
The matrices Q  и R  are diagonal. Only those elements 2iq  of the main diagonal are nonzero which are 
responsible for the disturbances in the equations for the observed coordinates (18): 
5i iq s , 1, 2,3i  .   (21) 
Diagonal elements 2ir  of matrix R are following: 1 1r s , 2 3 0r r  . 
Fig. 10 shows the result of constructing a set of predictions 10 steps ahead of the evaluations obtained in 50 steps. 
The average forecast error is 7,92%. 
 
 
Fig. 10. The forecast of coordinate 1ky  
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Hurst exponent of the residues (Fig. 11 (a)) is 0,4219. Make an assumption about the possibility of improving of 
the forecast accuracy using the approximation of the residues by the logistic maps based on frequency power 
spectrum (Fig. 11 (b)) and Hurst exponent of the residues. The model of the residues ke  is following: 
1
m
k i ik k
i
e a x H
 
 ¦ ,  1 1ik i ik ikx x xO   , 0,1,..., 1k N  .  (22) 
   
Fig. 11 (a) The residues ke  and approximation of residues, (b) Frequency power spectrum of the residues 
At the first stage the solutions 3m   of logistic map ( 1 3, 6O  , 2 3, 7O  , 3 3,8O  , 0 0,5, 1,2,3ix i  ) are 
intuitively selected as the terms of the sum. As a result of the first stage of estimation of the expansion coefficients 
Hurst exponent of 
3
1
, 0,1, ..., 1k k i ik
i
e a x k NH
 
   ¦  (Fig. 12 (a)) becomes 0,4492. It becomes closer to Hurst 
exponent of the white Gaussian noise 0,5H  . Consequently the assumption of the possibility of approximating of 
residues using the sum of logistic maps is correct. 
At the second stage optimization on the values iO  is conducted at fixed values ia  with the accuracy 0, 01OH  . 
As a result the following values were obtained: 1 3, 65O  , 2 3, 72O  , 3 3, 78O  , 0,4820H  . Thus the final 
residues (Fig. 12 (b)) is similar to white Gaussian noise, further approximation is impractical. 
 
   
Fig. 12. (a) The residues of the first stage 1 and its approximation, (b) Frequency power spectrum of the residues of the second stage 
5. Conclusion 
The study proposes an approach to the modeling of the process model using the methods of nonlinear dynamics, 
as well as to the modeling of a chaotic process in terms of a small number of available measurements and the only 
implementation of the process. General steps of construction of time series models are determined. In this paper 
there are the criteria of deterministic chaos: nonperiodicity depending on time of any of the coordinates of the phase 
vector, the power spectrum is concentrated in the low frequency band, decreasing autocorrelation function. 
Nonparametric method of classification of time series (R/S-analysis) is described.  
The parameters of the model process as logistic map were estimated using UKF ( 10SNR dB , the error of 
logistic map parameter values 0 0.3,? .69x O   10%). Convergence of parameter estimation was obtained at a 
short interval sampling N = 60. The absolute error of parameter estimation does not exceed 0.04. Relative forecast 
error up to 8 steps does not exceed 10%. 
The model of the communication traffic of the telecommunication market was built in the study. The periodic 
components were isolated using DFT. For the samples 100N   of the initial time series the average forecast error is 
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7,92% . The resulting residues were approximated by the sum of logistic maps because of the presence of 
indications of deterministic chaos. As a result analyzing of the Hurst exponent 0.4820H  , frequency power 
spectrum of the residues after the two-step procedure of solving the optimization problem the following conclusion 
is made: the final residues is similar to white Gaussian noise, further approximation is impractical. 
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